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Art for Life’s Sake  
presents A6th

to the
POWER

April 7th, 2016   •   St. Ann Catholic Church
Spring Benefit Concert
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Dear Friends: 
 
 It is a pleasure to offer my sincere congratulations to Art for Life’s Sake’s 
25th Anniversary Celebration, “A to the 6th Power…”  Art for Life’s Sake has been 
instrumental in serving and encouraging the youth of our community.   
 

Dr. Hattie Isen began the program as an after school activity in arts and 
crafts.  It was, and is, her belief that every child’s creativity and talent is nurtured 
in an environment that promotes the arts, skills development and artistic 
expression providing for an enriched childhood and productive future.   

 
Over the years AFLS has grown into not only an after school program but 

Saturday school and summer camps providing music education for a diverse 
group of children and youth.   Sponsorships for AFLS have added to its success 
including gift-in-kind support by professional artists who have appeared at annual 
benefit concerts. 

 
Art for Life’s Sake is an outstanding program and I am proud of it and of 

Dr. Isen for her vision and dedication in providing music education and arts 
access to underserved children.  My best wishes for much success over the next 
25 years of service.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
John Deberry 
 
JD/ecl 
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April 7, 2016

Dear Friends and Supporters,

It is with my deepest appreciation and gratitude that I write to you.  You 
have contributed in helping many children and youth achieve a higher level 
of confidence in their abilities, achievement aspiration, goal attainment and 
success.  So, applaud yourselves!

It has been a joy providing art enrichment activities for a large number 
of Memphis youth, and I cherish the impact it has had on them.  If you, too, 
believe that the arts empower children and youth – moving them from an 
enjoyable childhood to responsible citizenship and rewarding careers - then 
consider sponsoring a child for the next season (visit www.artforlifessake.org) 
for the low price.  

Art for Life’s Sake is especially grateful for the continuous sponsorship 
of the Tennessee Arts Commission through grants over the past decade 
and beyond.  Funding for the arts in Tennessee comes from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the sale of Specialty License Plates.  Please 
also think about purchasing a ‘Gift-A-Tag’ license plate for a friend 
while supporting the arts (See ad in booklet). They’ll be displaying their 
commitment to the arts every time they’re in their car.

Enjoy the performance!

Most sincerely,

Hattie Isen, Ph.D. 
President
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GREETINGS AND WELCOME .......................................................................... Dr. C. Denise Richardson

MODERATOR .............................................................................................................Pastor Cedric Richardson

FRENCH FOLK SONG ................................................................................................ AFLS String Ensemble
LONG, LONG AGO – T.H. Bayly
CANON – J. Pachelbel

KUMBAYA - ARR BY PHILIP JOYNER ............................................ AFLS Ensemble & John Angotti
AMAZING GRACE - arr by Philip Joyner  
INSTRUMENTS OF PEACE – arr by Ptotia Furlow

SUZUKI MEDLEY ..........................................................................................................................AFLS Ensemble
BACH MEDLEY
CHORUS – G.F.Handel
MUSETTE – J.S. Bach
WALTZ – J. Brahms
GAVOTTE – G.B. Martini
HUMORESQUE – A. Dvorak

THERE’S A PRESENCE IN THIS PLACE – John Angotti ...... AFLS Ensemble & John Angotti

MUSICAL SELECTIONS BY GUEST ARTIST .................................................. Vocalist John Angotti

CLOSING REMARKS ..............................................................................................Dr. Hattie Isen, President

Funding for Art for Life’s Sake and its programs are funded in part 
by grants from the Tennessee Arts Commission.

PROGRAM

A6th
to the
POWER
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Begun as Arts and Culture by Dr. Isen in 1990 at 
Norris Elementary, the program’s name was changed 
to Art for Life’s Sake as an after school program.  It 
moved to Sharpe Elementary School two years later. 

Inspired by the music philosophy of Dr. Shinichi 
Suzuki that every child can develop superior abilities 
if the environment is right, Dr. Isen’s vision for Art 
for Life’s Sake was and still is that every child’s 
creativity and talent is nurtured in an environment 
that promotes the arts, skill development and artistic 
expression providing for an enriched childhood 
and productive future.  Unfortunately, in education, 
and as a result of budget cuts, the arts are often 
eliminated, especially in urban and underserved 
communities.

Fortunately, Suzuki music was added to the after 
school arts project at Sharpe Elementary under the 
advisement and support of Lydia Partee, Director 
of Community Music School at the University of 
Memphis.  The mission of providing music education 
and arts access to underserved children was 
conceived.  Also, the name Art for Life’s Sake was 
coined as a protective factor to reduce the risk of 
making choices that would be counter-productive to 
a happy childhood and safe life style.   

AFLS was a success and grew to start Saturday 
school at the South Campus of the University of 
Memphis and was there for fifteen years.  Currently, 
the program site and administrative office is 
located at 4459 Willow Rd. in the Colonial Acres 
neighborhood of Memphis, TN.  

In 1996, AFLS was incorporated.  It earned its 
501(c)3 in 1998. 

The mission of this Memphis-based nonprofit 
organization is accomplished through three program 
offerings: performing arts (Memphis Urban Strings 
Ignites Creativity-MUSIC), literary and verbal arts 
(Words Wisely Used and Awesomely Spoken-
WWUAS), and visual and cultural arts (VAC).  
WWUAS, VAC and empathy training are available 
more during summer camp.  Additionally, participants 
have studied African art, American Indian art, some 
Hispanic and Asian art. 

The past decade moved toward more creative 
themes for summer camps that aimed at addressing 
community needs while attracting more participants 
such as “Multicultural Arts and Cultures,” “Choose 
Violins – Not Violence,” “Stepping to a Healthy Beat,” 
“Growing Healthy with the Arts,” “and Personal-
Social-Emotional Wellness through the Arts.”  

Since its inception, AFLS has provided music 
education for a diverse group of children and youth, 
records indicate more than 700 youth.  The largest 
enrollments have been during summer camps.  
Diversities have ranged from health, behavioral and 
learning styles and disabilities as well as ethnic, racial, 
cultural, and socio-economic and age differences.  
These diversities have always been reflected among 
program participants as well as concert audiences.  
Although African-Americans was the dominant 
group, Latino-Hispanic, Asian, Caucasian and 
African groups have been served.  Much is shared 

In the beginning, after grading papers and planning for the next school day, sixth 
grade teacher Dr. Hattie Isen headed for the parking lot but noticed that several 

young children were still waiting in front of the school, an hour after dismissal.  She 
had detected children having to wait a long time a few times earlier.  She decided to 
seek approval from the principal to keep the students after school until their parents 

could pick them up.  They did arts and crafts, started a ‘Just Say No’ Club.  

The rest is history and is described below.

Art for Life’s Sake
TWENTY-FIVE YEAR

A

Reflection
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and learned from engaging young people in arts 
and ethnic individual and partner projects, cultural 
references and stories, and exhibitions. This is how 
we grow to love, respect, value and appreciate 
the world God created for us.  Dr. Isen says, “What 
an amazing way to spend some of my most senior 
years- sharing and modeling wisdom and love- 
among children and youth, not just for music and arts 
education, but for creative problem-solving - learning 
to care and show empathy toward one another.”

Concert venues have included senior residential 
centers: Trezevant Senior Residential Center, Ashton 
Place Rehab and Care Center, and Mid-South 
Nursing and Rehab Center [Here, it was an honor 
for AFLS to perform for the country’s oldest senior 
at the time, Mrs. Elizabeth Bolden (Guinness Book 
of Records)].  Also, concerts have been performed 
at Town Village at Audubon Park, and Kirby Pines 
Manor; schools: Sharpe, Brookmeade, Sheffield, 
Sherwood and Getwell Elementary; and Sherwood 
Middle; churches: Taylor Chapel C.M.E., Greenwood 
C.M.E., Church of Christ-White Station, Aldersgate 
U.M.C., and Mt. Vernon Baptist; The Legislative Plaza 
in Nashville, TN; The National Civil Rights Museum; 
Buckman Performing Arts Center at St. Mary’s; Rudi 
E. Scheidt School of Music Auditorium; McWherter 
Community Center, Teaching and Learning Academy 
of Shelby County Schools, the Botanic Gardens, 
Dixon Garden, Memphis in May Children’s Festival-
Harbor Town, and Volunteer Mid-South EXPO. 

For the past seven years, AFLS has additionally 
enjoyed the gift-in-kind support of professional artists 
who have appeared at annual benefit concerts.  They 
include Blues Artists: Blind Mississippi Morris, Butch 
Mudbone, Cash McCall and Morris Dollison, Jr.; 
Classical and Cultural Artists Howard and Beverly 
Vance from Howard’s Guitar Academy; Classical 
Artists Mia and Jon Hynes (Pianists), Arthur Hart 
(Pianist), and the Memphis Symphony String Quartet: 
Ann Spurbeck, Marian Himmelreich, James Sparks, 
Carol Keith and Nancy Ditto; Classical Opera Singers 
Marcus King and Tanisha Ward (Opera Memphis); 
and International Spiritual Vocalist John Angotti.  
AFLS has been honored to enjoy the in-kind concert 
moderators, late Charles Scruggs “Mr. Chuck” of 
WKNO, and most recently, State Representative 
John Deberry, District 90.

Other sponsorships have included Tennessee 
Arts Commission (greatest sponsor), ArtsMemphis 
and Goodwill Homes, with major donations 
from the Combined Federal Campaign, Russell 
Reproductions, Federal Express Corporation, 
Ebert-LaBlanc Family Foundation, ODEN Marketing 
Communications, Splash Creative Ink, Aldersgate 
UMC, Brown Baptist Church, Church of Christ-White 
Station, Amro Music, and Lane Music.  Several school 
and business partnerships have been established 
including Memphis Blues Society and Shelby County 
Schools. 

Art for Life’s Sake salutes all parents for allowing 
us to share in the development of their children 
and the following teaching artists who inspired and 
advanced music education of a diverse group of 
learners: Susan Hailey, Phyllis Long, Irene Wade, Ann 
Spurbeck, Ptotia Furlow, Philip Joyner, Leigh Hood, 
Anthony Lu, and tutoring mentors. Other artists 
include Butch Mudbone, Ekpe Abioto, Sonny Ekpo, 
and Carol Lin (cultural arts) and Lula Harris, Juanita 
McKinnie, Crystal Tharpe and Iris Kizer (literacy and 
verbal arts).

Looking towards the future, Art for Life’s Sake 
would be greatly strengthened by a committed 
governing Board of Directors during some seasons, 
increased attendance of some participants, and 
increased funding.  In spite of these challenges, 
AFLS has enjoyed many successes. For example, 
seven hundred plus students have been exposed to 
Suzuki and classical music, and many continued to 
pursue music careers after AFLS, 47 participated in 
Memphis Youth Symphony programs, junior and high 
school orchestras and a few switched to band; of this 
number, some participated in All West TN and All 
State.  Many alumni are in successful and rewarding 
careers.  There has been a tremendous opportunity 
to partner with many parents – both 1) increasing 
their awareness of the benefits and value in investing 
in their children and 2) in developing musical talents, 
strong character, and positive relationships among 
peers and adults. Lastly, participation and more 
funds will continue to increase public awareness 
of AFLS as an investor in promoting positive youth 
development through the arts and the inventor of a 
twenty-five year old program that has benefitted the 
City of Memphis and many of its children.
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Casey Johnson is a 16 year old student at Arlington High School where 
she is the principal cellist in her school orchestra. She started her music 
studies on violin at age 6 with Art for Life’s Sake under the leadership of 
Dr. Hattie Isen, and string instructors Mrs. Ann Spurbeck and Ms. Lela 
Hood. She continued her studies with Mr. Daniel Gilbert at Bellevue 
School of Performing Arts. Casey made the transition to cello last year 
studying under the teachings of Iren Zombor. Casey is well-rounded and a 
busy musician. Last year she attended the Sphinx Performance Academy 
at Roosevelt University in Chicago, ILL. In Tennessee, she attended a 
Cello Workshop at UT Knoxville, and Prizm Summer Music Festival here 
in Memphis. She is currently a member of Germantown and Memphis 
Youth Symphonies. Casey has been selected for All West TN., 3rd chair, 
and also earning participation in All State 2016.  She has been awarded 
a full scholarship to attend Governor’s School for The Arts at MTSU this 
summer. Casey has a great love for orchestral music and plans to major in 
music performance in college.     

CASEY  
JOHNSON
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Corey Nicole Johnson is one of the previous violin students from Art for Life’s Sake. 
She started playing the violin at age 6, and throughout the years she was taught 
by numerous violin instructors including Ms. Ann Spurbeck, Dr. Hattie Isen, Ms. Lila 
Hood, and Mr. Daniel Gilbert. She is currently a college senior at the University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga, majoring in General Biology/Pre-Medicine. She plans 
to graduate with her Bachelor’s of Science degree in Biology in December 2016. 
Upon graduation of college, she aspires to attend medical school to become a 
physician. She is currently involved with numerous organizations on campus; she is 
currently the Vice President of the Pre-Medical Society at UTC, the Secretary of 
UTC’s American Medical Student Association (AMSA) chapter, a former member 
of the UTC Orchestra (playing violin), and a current member of the UTC Chamber 
Singers, which is UTC’s top choral organization.  The Chamber Singers are set to go 
on an Ireland and Scotland tour in May 2016. In addition to these organizations, she 
also got the opportunity to participate in an intensive physician-shadowing program 
in the Summer of 2015 called Medical Explorations. This program was through the 
UT College of Medicine in Chattanooga, TN and over the course of two weeks, 
she shadowed physicians in her top four favorite specialties. Corey recalls that the 
best experience in the program was getting the chance to shadow a neurosurgeon 
and scrub in on his brain tumor resection. Also, during the summer of 2015, she was 
asked by a physician (Dr. Caleb Steffen) to co-author a paper to be published in the 
Journal of the American College of Surgeons. It is entitled “Stop Teaching Our Kids 
to Kill”, and focuses mainly on gun violence in our youth. Corey hopes to attend 
Johns Hopkins, or Quillen College of Medicine for medical school and hopes to 
continue her research studies of the malignant brain tumor glioblastoma multiforme.

COREY  
JOHNSON
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Alexander Coleman - Studied violin 
and bass; Alexander is a sophomore at 
Kipp Academy Charter School.

Chasity Coleman Coleman - Chasity 
studied violin. She is a 7th grader at 
American Way Middle. 

Dorian Cooper - Studied violin; 
Dorian participated in orchestra at 
Colonial Middle and White Station High 
Schools; She is a graduate of Oglethorpe 
University in Atlanta, Georgia, where she 
majored in international studies.

Sokoya Cooper - Studied violin; a 
graduate of the University of Memphis; 
currently in graduate school at U of M.  
She is a former tutoring mentor with Art 
for Life’s Sake.

Candace Cox - Studied violin; she 
graduated from the University of 
Memphis with a degree in biology.  Also, 
she studied violin for a semester at 
University of Memphis.

Nicholas Holeyfield - Studied Bass; 
Nicholas is a sophomore at Freedom Prep 
Academy.

Joshua Hollowell - A former 
violinist; Joshua graduated from St. 
Francis of Assisi. 

Ashton Jackson - A former cellist; 6th 
grade band member at Colonial Middle.

Casey Johnson - Studied violin and 
later switched to cello; a 10th grader at 
Arlington High and a member of school 
orchestra (Her bio is in this booklet).

Corey Johnson - A former violinist; 
a senior at the University of Tennessee 
where she participated in orchestra and 
is currently a member of UTC Chamber 
Singers (Her bio is in this booklet).

Ashley Jones - Studied violin; Ashley 
graduated from Tennessee State 
University in 2012 and is currently working 
at Verizon in Murfreesboro, TN.

Quinton Jones - Quinton studied 
violin; he attends the University of 
Memphis with a major in business 
administration.  He is employed by DSW.

Alexia Maclin - Studied violin; she 
is currently a student at University of 
Tennessee Chattanooga.

Jessica Massey- Studied violin; she is 
a 9th grader and orchestra member at 
Ridgeway High.

Melissa Massey- Studied violin; Melissa 
is a 7th grader at Ridgeway Middle 
School and she is a member of orchestra.

Christopher McKinnie - Christopher 
is an 8th grader at Ridgeway Middle. He 
studied cello with AFLS and currently 
participates in orchestra at Ridgeway.

A Sampling of some of Art for Life’s

RECENT ALUMNI
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Christina McKinnie - Studied violin; 
Christina is an 11th grader at Ridgeway 
High and a member of orchestra.

Tierra Nesbitt - Studied viola and is 
a former member of Bellevue Middle 
orchestra and Bridges; a senior at Central 
High School.

Mallory Patterson - Studied violin; a 
former member of Bridges and currently 
a 10th grader at Overton High School.  
She enjoys studying math and serving as 
a cheerleader. 

Xavier Patterson - Studied violin; 
served as a tutoring mentor with Art for 
Life’s Sake and occasionally supports 
AFLS’ performances.  He is a former 
member of Memphis Youth Symphony 
and a graduate of LeMoyne-Owen 
College where he studied computer 
science.  Xavier is employed at Comcast. 

C’Mon Price - Studied violin; C’Mon 
is an engaged junior at LeMoyne-Owen 
College. She is majoring in criminal 
justice, is on the dean’s list, a member 
of the Spanish Honor Society, and is 
secretary of the Student Government 
Association.

Zanya Mudbone - Studied violin; 
Zanya, a Seneca Mescalero Jingle Dancer, 
attended Northern Arizona University 
and graduated from the University 
of Memphis in 2014.  She is currently 
a teacher of English and Spanish at 
Freedom Prep High School.  Zanya has 
appeared in some of AFLS concerts as a 
Jingle Dancer.

Priscilla Ramirez - Studied violin 
and was a member of Colonial Middle 
Orchestra; she is a senior at Horn Lake 
High School where she enjoys her AP 
classes.  

Zachary Randle - Studied violin; 
he attends Watkins College of Art in 
Nashville, TN where he is majoring in film, 
with a concentration in editing.  Prior to 
college, Zach volunteered as `

James Spight - Studied violin; James is 
a junior at Cordova High School where he 
is a member of orchestra.

Rachel Spight - Studied cello; she 
attends the University of Memphis and 
is studying photography and art; she 
participates in U of M orchestra classes.

Jhanae White - Jhanae started playing 
violin at the age of 8. She went on to 
study at the University of Memphis, 
where she played with the University of 
Memphis Symphony Orchestra for 2 1/2 
semesters. She holds a bachelor’s degree 
in psychology and works as a medical 
administrative assistant.

Hein Vo - A former violinist and member 
of Memphis Youth Symphony; She is 
in her 3rd year at Christian Brothers 
University with a major in science.  Hein 
is a former member of Memphis Youth 
Symphony.

Phuong Vo - Phuong is a former cellist 
and currently a senior at Overton High 
School.
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SPONSORS
DONORS&

Art for Life’s Sake

Fortissimo
Tennessee Arts Commission 

AFLS Memorial Fund

ODEN Marketing Communications

Dr. Hattie Isen

Crescendo
Russell Reproductions 

Aldersgate UMC

Lane Music  

Piano 

S.M. Walker

Robert Guy & Thomasenia Guy

Vernon & Dr. Ella Watson

Dr. Gladius Lewis 

Yvonne Guy  

Dean & Aleita Tutor

McWherter Senior Center

Martha Labon

Dr. Gladius Lewis

Ani Isen

Dorian Cooper

Cedric & Dr. C. Denise Richardson

Mezzopiano
Ann Anderson

Cedric & Dr. C. Denise Richardson

David & Maxine Guy

Ashley & Quinton Jones

Ray & Dorothy Jackson

Gwendolyn Rooks

Casey & Corey Johnson

Diminuendo
Jhanae White
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Choose a Specialty License Plate that lets the 
world know what you care about. Tennessee 
Specialty Plates represent colleges and 
universities, sports, wildlife, arts, for children, 
and many others. Most of these plates are 
available at your local county clerk’s office. 

• GIFT-A-TAG vouchers are $35 and you can buy as 
many as you want—for your family, friends or treat 
yourself. Each GIFT-A-TAG is good for the purchase 
of a Specialty License Plate or the personalization of 
any license plate. 

• Yearly tag fees will be due at the time a Specialty 
License Plate is purchased, but you can get a new 
plate anytime and your tag fees will be prorated. 

• You will need to exchange your plate so remember to 
bring a screwdriver. 

How To Buy:
1. Click on the purchase button below and select the number of vouchers needed.

2. Complete the credit card information and check your email for your GIFT-A-TAG Vouchers.

3. You can then EMAIL your GIFT-A-TAG Vouchers to your recipients or PRINT for a hard copy. The lucky 
receiver of your gift should then check out the available Specialty Plates ONLINE or complete the application to 
personalize a license plate. The last step is for the recipients to go to their local County Clerk’s office to redeem 
the voucher and pick up their own specialty license plate. For Personalized Plates, the County Clerk will contact 
them when the plate is ready.

Legal: County clerks charge an additional $1 fee for the issuance of a specialty plate. This makes the fee 
$36 for a specialty plate, $36 for a personalized plate, and $71 for a personalized specialty plate, plus the 
standard state registration fee and any wheel taxes imposed by local governments.

Support What You Care About With 

Now you can buy a GIFT-A-TAG voucher for the purchase of any of 
Tennessee’s Specialty License Plates. There are over 100 to choose from.

GIFT-A-TAG



Funding support provided in part by grants 
from the Tennessee Arts Commission

Thank
You


